CASE STUDY

Getty Images
Getty Images was founded in 1995, their aim
was to bring fragmented stock photography into
the digital age. And that is exactly what they did!
Getty Images have continued to drive the industry
forward with breakthrough licensing models, digital
media management tools and a comprehensive
offering of creative and editorial imagery, micro-stock, footage, and music.
We are proud to have had Getty Images as our client since 2012. We provide 24/7 security provisions at their
prestigious head office building in central London. Our main responsibilities are:
•
•
•
•

Security provision
Reception services, including lunch break cover
Monitoring CCTV
Internal/external patrols using our Active Guard patrolling technology

We have a strong relationship with our high-profile client, it is a pleasure to work with them and a great
environment for our security officers to work in. We have a mutual expectation on impeccably high standards,
culturally our relationship with Getty is a perfect match.

Client testimony
Hear directly from our client, Jeremy McReddie, Facilities Supervisor, Getty Images UK Ltd about his experience
with Adsec Group.
“When we changed from our long-standing security provider to Adsec Group, the change was remarkable. We
have benefited from increased quality in the standard of the site guards, and an increased quality of the account
management & importantly, consistently met SLA’s & KPI’s.
We have not had any issues with their accounts
department & reconciliation of invoices which was not
the case with our previous security provider - saving us
time & effort!
At commencement, Adsec set about addressing the
issues we had by undertaking an assessment of the skill
set of staff provided in each role to the Getty London
sites. From the results, we drew up individual training
plans to expand and develop the abilities needed to
provide a first-class service. Any staff that were unable
to meet the proficient aptitude desired, were reallocated
to more suitable sites, equal to their skills.”
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